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LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND PUBLIC

INVOLVEMENT IN HEALTH ACT 2007

EXPLANATORY NOTES

COMMENTARY ON SECTIONS

Part 17: Final Provisions

Schedule 15: The Valuation Tribunal for England

600. Paragraphs 1 and 3 of Schedule 15 to this Act amend Schedule 11 to the 1988 Act
by dividing that Schedule into four Parts as follows. Part 1 (paragraphs A1 to A20)
establishes the VTE and makes provision in relation to that Tribunal. Part 2 (paragraphs
1 to 7A) concern VTs in Wales only. Parts 3 and 4 (paragraphs 8 to 12A and 13 to 18
respectively) apply in relation to both England and Wales.

Establishment of the Tribunal

601. Paragraph 2 of Schedule 15 establishes the VTE and makes further provision in relation
to the Tribunal through new paragraphs A1-A20 of Schedule 11 to the 1988 Act.

Establishment and Jurisdiction

602. Paragraph A1 states that there shall be a VTE and paragraph A2 transfers the jurisdiction
of the VTs in England to the VTE. This jurisdiction includes the current jurisdiction of
the VTs as well as their historic jurisdiction (for example in relation to the community
charge).

603. Paragraph A3 enables the Secretary of State to make provision (by way of regulations)
for matters to be referred to arbitration where all of the parties to the appeal agree in
writing.

Membership

604. Paragraph A4 specifies four types of members of the VTE. These are the VTE President,
one or more Vice-Presidents, a panel of chairmen and other members.

605. Vice-Presidents have the functions assigned to them by the VTE President (paragraph
A5) and may exercise the VTE President’s functions in certain specified circumstances
(paragraph A6).

606. The Lord Chancellor makes appointments to the VTE and the Secretary of State
determines the terms and conditions of their appointment (paragraph A7).

607. The Secretary of State also determines (after consultation with the VTE President and
the VTS) how many Vice-Presidents, chairmen and other members the VTE is to have.
The determination may be a specific number, a minimum, a maximum, or a minimum
and a maximum (paragraph A8).
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Tenure of Office

608. VTE members hold office in accordance with their terms and conditions (paragraph
A9).

609. The Lord Chancellor is able to remove a VTE member from post if satisfied the
member is unable, unwilling, or unfit to perform their functions as a member (paragraph
A10). Any removal must comply with the procedural requirements in the Constitutional
Reform Act 2005 (see, in particular, section 108(1) of that Act).

Remuneration, allowances and pension

610. Paragraphs A11, A12 and A13 enable the Secretary of State to determine any
remuneration and pension payable to the VTE President or Vice-Presidents, and to
determine what allowances (including travel and subsistence) are payable to VTE
members.

611. The VTS must pay these sums (paragraph A14). The Secretary of State has power to
pay grant to the VTS under paragraph 18(1) of Schedule 4 to the 2003 Act.

Organisation and delegation

612. The VTE President may make arrangements about the organisation of the VTE
(paragraph A15).

613. Paragraph A16 enables the VTE President and Vice-Presidents to delegate functions,
in writing, to other VTE members, but not any function of deciding an appeal.

Dealing with appeals

614. The VTE President must make arrangements (tribunal business arrangements)
providing for the selection of VTE members to deal with appeals (paragraph A17).
These arrangements must provide for at least one senior member of the VTE (that is,
the VTE President, a VTE Vice-President or a chairman) to deal with an appeal.

615. Appeals may continue if a member becomes unable to act, but not if that member is the
only member dealing with the appeal (paragraph A18).

Regulations

616. The Secretary of State may make regulations in relation to the procedure or any other
matter relating to the VTE (paragraph A19). In particular, these regulations may include
provision about disqualification, or they may provide for functions to be discharged on
the VTE’s behalf by VTS staff.

617. Paragraph A19(3) provides that regulations may not be made in relation to staff,
accommodation and equipment. This is because these matters are functions of the VTS
and are addressed by the 2003 Act.

618. Paragraphs 4-9 of Schedule 15 to this Act make various amendments to the new Part 2
of Schedule 11 to the 1988 Act (Valuation Tribunals: Wales). In particular, provision
is made to enable the creation of one or more VTs in Wales and to allow members, in
Wales, to be entitled to such remuneration as the Secretary of State may determine.

619. Paragraphs 10-18 of Schedule 15 to this Act make various amendments to the new Part
3 of Schedule 11 to the 1988 Act (Procedure, Orders, etc).
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